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Abstract. It is widely held that developing critical thinking is one of the goals of science education.
Although there is much valuable work in the area, the field lacks a coherent and defensible conception
of critical thinking. As a result, many efforts to foster critical thinking in science rest on miscon-
ceptions about the nature of critical thinking. This paper examines some of the misconceptions, in
particular the characterization of critical thinking in terms of processes or skills and the separation of
critical thinking and knowledge. It offers a more philosophically sound and justifiable conception of
critical thinking, and demonstrates how this conception could be used to ground science education
practice.

1. Introduction

There is widespread acceptance of the idea that critical thinking should be an im-
portant dimension of science education. Thus, for example, the National Science
Education Standards (1996) has as one of its goals the promotion of science as
inquiry. Included in this goal are numerous items which focus on critical thinking,
for example “identification of assumptions, use of critical and logical thinking, and
consideration of alternative explanations” (p. 23); “analysis of firsthand events and
phenomena as well as the critical analysis of secondary sources; testing reliability
of knowledge they have generated” (p. 33); and “the critical abilities of analyzing
an argument by reviewing current scientific understanding, weighing the evidence,
and examining the logic so as to decide which explanation and models are best” (p.
175). The 1983 report of the National Science Foundation, Educating Americans
for the 21st Century, also makes explicit reference to the development of critical
thinking skills in its goals for science instruction. And Jungwirth, in his compre-
hensive study of critical thinking in science, lists curriculum statements which
focus on critical thinking from a wide variety of jurisdictions, including the Senior
Biology Curriculum from the Cape of Good Hope, South Africa; the Queensland
Board of Secondary School Studies, Australia; and the National Science Teachers
Association, U.S.A.

The work in the science education literature devoted to the fostering of crit-
ical thinking takes a number of different forms. Some of it focuses on particular
aspects of critical thinking, for example identifying logical fallacies (Dreyfus &
Jungwirth 1980; Jungwirth & Dreyfus 1990); formal reasoning (Garnett & Tobin
1984; Lawson 1982, 1985; Obed 1997); and scientific reasoning more broadly
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(Friedler et al. 1990). Most often it is directed to either the description and evalu-
ation of projects and programmes aimed at fostering critical thinking (Moll & Allen
1982; Novak & Detloff 1989; Statkiewicz & Allen 1983; Zohar & Tamir 1993;
Zoller 1999) or the assessment of students’ abilities to think critically (Dreyfus &
Jungwirth 1980; Garnett & Tobin 1984).

There is much of value in this work in terms of useful insights, ideas and
suggestions for pedagogical practice. There are, however, problems with some of
the conceptions of critical thinking which ground this work and hence potential
problems with some of the educational implications. The conceptions of critical
thinking which form its basis tend to be borrowed from the literature on cognitive
development (Anderson 1980; Case 1980; Piaget & Inhelder 1958), critical think-
ing (Black 1952; Ennis 1982; Glaser 1941; McPeck 1981; Perkins & Solomon
1989; Resnick 1987; Sternberg 1987) or scientific thinking (Dewey 1916; Schwab
1962), and because the literature displays some diversity, so too do the conceptions
used. Nonetheless there are some aspects common to many of the conceptions
of critical thinking which are problematic, suffering from a lack of clarity and
coherence, or resting on questionable assumptions (Bailin et al. 1999a).

In what follows I shall attempt to demonstrate what is problematic about many
of the prevalent assumptions about critical thinking and shall propose, as an al-
ternative, a conception of critical thinking which rests on more philosophically
defensible assumptions. This conception also captures what is correct and useful
in the existing work in critical thinking in science education, making explicit some
aspects which are implicit but central, and providing a unified framework for the
development of critical thinking.

2. Assumptions about Critical Thinking

In order to develop this conception, it is necessary, first, to demonstrate what is
problematic about many of the prevalent assumptions about critical thinking. Crit-
ical thinking is frequently conceptualized in terms of processes or skills. Much
educational literature refers to cognitive or thinking skills and equates critical
thinking with certain mental processes or procedural moves which can be improved
through practice. This orientation is clearly evident in literature dealing with crit-
ical thinking in science. The report of the National Science Board Commission
on Precollege Education in Mathematics, Science and Technology (1983), for ex-
ample, encourages the development of problem-solving and critical thinking skills.
Halpern (1992) refers to “thinking and learning skills” (p. 2); Zohar & Tamir (1993)
to “reasoning skills”; and Mestre et al. (1992) to “enhancing higher-order think-
ing skills in physics” (p. 77). Crow (1989b) refers to “the problem of enhancing
critical-thinking and other higher-order thinking skills” (p. 114) and writes about
an exemplary science course which “devotes half of the course to process” (p. 115).
Such aspects as formulating questions, seeking answers, analysis, interpretation,
problem-solving, decision-making, and communication are seen to constitute these
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skills or processes (Crow 1989b, pp.114–115). Indeed, virtually all the literature
on critical thinking in science surveyed conceptualizes critical thinking in terms of
skills and much of it makes specific reference to procedures (e.g., Friedler et al.
1990).

The idea that critical thinking is constituted by processes can be interpreted in
one of two ways, either as mental processes or as a series of procedural moves.
Both of these interpretations are problematic in a number of ways. One difficulty
with the first interpretation is that, unlike most physical processes, mental pro-
cesses are unobservable. They can only be inferred after the fact when someone
has accomplished a task which requires thinking. Smith argues, in fact, that terms
such as observing, analyzing or interpreting do not refer to mental operations at all
but rather to different tasks requiring thinking:

The words all presuppose that something is going on in the brain (rather than
in the liver or the lungs), but they do not specifically refer to what is going on
in the brain. They refer to what the person is doing . . . [B]ecause English can
find employment for at least seventy-seven words to make different kinds of
statements about what people do when they think, it does not follow that there
must be seventy-seven different kinds of thinking for the brain to do. (Smith
1990, p. 3)

We suppose that a process of translating has occurred in someone only because
they have succeeded in producing a translation. And the production of a transla-
tion refers to an accomplishment, for example converting a passage in English to
Spanish or converting poetry to prose.

When someone succeeds in such a conversion there is no doubt that something
must have gone on ‘in’ that person which enabled him or her to succeed. To
identify this ‘something’ as a particular mental process is to assume that the
same sort of thing goes on within a person in every case in which he or she
translates something. There is no reason to suppose this is the case. The so-
called ‘processes’ are hypothesized, and then reified after the fact of these
upshots. (Bailin et al. 1999a, p. 273)

The assumption that there is a mental process which corresponds to each kind of
thinking task represents an unwarranted reification.

The conceptualization of critical thinking in terms of a set of procedures is
much more common in the science education literature, but is equally problem-
atic. This approach characterizes critical thinking in descriptive terms, describing
a range of behaviours or activities, for example the steps involved in problem-
solving or the stages of inquiry. Yet simply carrying out a set of procedures is
not sufficient to ensure critical thinking since any procedure can be carried out
carelessly, superficially, or unreflectively – in other words, in an uncritical manner.

This problem points to the principle difficulty with a process account, that is
its lack of a normative dimension. Critical thinking is, however, centrally a norm-
ative concept. It refers to good thinking. It is the quality of the thinking which
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distinguishes critical from uncritical thinking, and this quality is determined by
the degree to which the thinking meets the relevant standards and criteria. It is,
then, the adherence to certain criteria which is the defining characteristic of critical
thinking. An account of critical thinking in terms of processes omits what is most
central to critical thinking.

To illustrate this point, let us take the example of someone faced with making
a judgment regarding the environmental impact of various energy-generating tech-
nologies. On a process account, thinking critically would involve going through
certain processes, for example, analysing the issue, gathering data, evaluating the
data, and synthesizing the information obtained to come to a conclusion. It is clear,
however, that any or all of these processes could be undertaken in an uncritical
manner. One could, for example, analyse the issue in a superficial way, fail to
gather sufficient data or gather data reflecting only one side of the issue, evaluate
the data in a biased or closed-minded way, fail to recognize bias or methodological
problems in the sources consulted, or make invalid inferences in reaching the final
conclusion. The same difficulties apply to any account of scientific thinking in
terms of a procedure, for example that proposed by Friedler et al. (1990) involving
defining the problem; stating a hypothesis; designing an experiment; observing,
collecting, analysing and interpreting data; applying the results; and making pre-
dictions based on the results. Yet any aspects of this procedure could be followed
in an uncritical way. One can, thus, engage in a certain process but fail to meet the
relevant critical standards in one’s thinking. It is, however, precisely the adherence
to these standards which is the defining characteristic of critical thinking.

It might be objected that this criticism only obtains when procedures are charac-
terized over coarsely and that a sufficiently fine-grained stipulation of a procedure
might ensure the critical element. In other words, if one specified a procedure in
sufficient detail, the normative dimension would be retained. I agree that it would
be possible to specify procedures in such a way as to ensure the critical dimension,
but only by building criteria into the specification. No description of a procedure,
no matter how detailed, can ensure the normative dimension unless the criteria
which must be met in the carrying out of the procedure form part of the description.
Criteria cannot be completely proceduralized. Either the procedure is described
non-normatively, in which case there is no assurance that it will be carried out in a
critical manner; or, in order to ensure criticality, the normative criteria must be built
into the description of the procedure. A non-normative description of a procedure
fails to capture what is most essential about critical thinking.

This sort of problem is evident in some of the work on critical thinking in
science in which critical thinking is characterized in terms of procedures. Although
no explicit reference is made to criteria in the specification of the procedures, there
are often criteria implicit in the details of the account. With respect to Friedler et
al. (1990) referred to above, for example, it is clear from their description of their
study that the activities of observing and predicting which form part of the critical
thinking process, refer, in fact, to observing carefully and predicting accurately. Yet
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these criteria are not specified in the description of the procedure. If one followed
the procedure literally, critical thinking would not be ensured. The lack of explicit
emphasis on criteria can present a misleading picture of critical thinking. This is
especially problematic with respect to education in that it may lead to the teaching
of processes in the absence of or with insufficient emphasis on criteria. Yet criteria
are at the heart of critical thinking and need to be made explicit in any attempt to
foster it.

I have argued that no specification in terms of procedures is sufficient to char-
acterize critical thinking. But the question arises as to whether there are any
procedures which are necessary. There does not seem to be any one set of proced-
ures which is necessary for all critical thinking. Rather, the nature of the problem
to be addressed and the context in which thinking takes place will determine what
is a reasonable way to proceed. Yet this still leaves the question as to whether
there might be different sets of procedures which are necessary in different con-
texts. Many of the kinds of procedures which are advocated as critical thinking
procedures are not, in fact, necessary. Such procedures are often really heuristics,
i.e., useful suggestions which point to aspects to be attended to and which may
be helpful but are not necessary to solving the problem. There are, after all, often
different ways to solve a problem. There are, however, some cases where some
detailed procedure is necessary in order for thinking in that context to qualify as
critical thinking, for example, controlling an experiment or verifying a result in
science. In these cases, satisfying the criteria of the context involves engaging in
a specific procedure. Such procedures do, however, have criteria built in to what it
means to carry them out.

A final problem with the process approach is the role assigned to knowledge.
When critical thinking is conceived of in terms of processes, then knowledge be-
comes simply the raw material that is processed. Note, for example, the following
remarks by Crow: “In many of these instances, the entire course or program is
devoted to the development of critical thinking. Science content merely serves as
the background for the skill development” (Crow 1989b, p. 115); and “It [critical
thinking] requires resisting the lure of teaching more content and instead, emphas-
izing the skills needed to acquire and order that ever-growing cache of information”
(Crow 1989b, p. 114). Yet it is problematic to view knowledge as separate from
critical thinking, as simply the raw material which is processed. Rather, becom-
ing proficient at critical thinking involves, among other things, the acquisition of
certain kinds of knowledge, for example, knowledge of critical concepts such as
‘premise’, ‘conclusion’, ‘cause and effect’, ‘necessary and sufficient condition’;
knowledge of methodological principles; and knowledge of the criteria for critical
judgment. Such knowledge is not simply raw material but is very much part of
what is involved in thinking critically. Facione (1990, p. 10) makes the point well:

This domain-specific knowledge includes understanding methodological prin-
ciples and competence to engage in norm-regulated practices that are at the
core of reasonable judgments in those specific contexts. . . . Too much of
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value is lost if CT is conceived of simply as a list of logical operations
and domain-specific knowledge is conceived of simply as an aggregation of
information.

Indeed the very notion of thinking processes which are separate from know-
ledge is highly questionable. For example, it makes no sense to refer to a process
of interpreting which remains constant regardless of subject matter. Rather, what
is involved in and even meant by interpreting varies with the context, and this
difference is connected with the different kinds of knowledge and understanding
necessary for successful completion of the particular task. Interpreting a graph
is very different from interpreting the anomalous results of an experiment, and
both differ significantly from interpreting a poem or interpreting the expression
in someone’s voice. This is because the nature of the task indicated by the term
‘interpreting’ will vary with content. Thus interpreting a graph is a matter of ap-
plying the information schematized in graph form to the phenomenon in question
and involves knowledge of graphing conventions, of certain mathematical relation-
ships, and of the phenomenon under scrutiny. Interpreting anomalous experimental
results is a matter of analyzing the assumptions of the experiment and the initial and
experimental conditions in order to detect discrepancies, and assumes knowledge
of the relevant scientific principles. Interpreting a poem is a matter of inferring
the meaning of the poem and depends on knowledge of the particular genre, of
various poetic devices, and perhaps of other works by the poet. And interpreting the
expression in someone’s voice is a matter of reading non verbal vocal and bodily
cues and involves knowledge of the vocal inflection of the language as well as of
the personality and mannerisms of the person in question. Thus what is involved
in thinking critically is closely tied to various kinds of knowledge in the particular
area.

It might be argued that, although it may be the case that the fine details of a
procedure such as interpretation vary from context to context, at a higher level of
description there are common elements. In the case of interpretation such a com-
mon procedural element might be: bring to bear the theoretical knowledge relevant
to the problem. I would agree that, at a sufficiently high level of description, there
might be some commonalities with respect to how one might go about a thinking
task. However any such procedural element, if it is general enough to be applicable
across contexts, will be so weak as to be empty. The procedure “bring to bear the
theoretical knowledge relevant to the problem” is a case in point – it could be ap-
plied to any thinking task whatsoever and is virtually useless in terms of providing
any help in particular cases of interpretation. What instances of interpreting do
have in common is that they all involve accomplishing a task which centres on
the bringing out of meaning – this is what interpretation means. And successfully
accomplishing such a task involves an understanding of the conventions of repres-
entation in the area and the application of the relevant criteria of meaning. These
centrally involve knowledge.
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Many of the problems attendant upon process approaches also obtain when crit-
ical thinking is conceptualized in terms of skills. The issue is somewhat clouded,
however, by the fact that the term skill is ambiguous. In some cases, skill is used to
indicate that a person is proficient at a particular task. This is particularly true of the
adjectival form (e.g., a skilled reasoner) and the adverbial form (e.g., she reasons
skillfully). A skilled reasoner, for example, is one who meets the relevant criteria
for good reasoning. The focus, in these cases, is on the actual performance of the
task and on the quality of the performance. Thus someone who is thinking critic-
ally can do more than cite a definition of the fallacy of affirming the consequent.
She will recognize what is problematic in the argument: “If an element has a low
electromagnetivity then it is a metal. Element sodium is a metal. Therefore sodium
has low electromagnetivity” (Matthews 1994, p. 90). She is skilled, then, in the
sense that her thinking meets the relevant criteria.

The use of the noun form, skill, as in critical thinking skills, is potentially more
problematic, however. The term in this case seems to refer to something within
individuals, some inner entity or ability. Conceiving of critical thinking in terms
of skill in this sense implies more than simply that an individual is a competent
or proficient thinker. Skill is conceived of as an identifiable operation or inner
possession. Conceptualizing critical thinking in terms of skills in this sense is thus
a version of the mental processes account and is subject to all the problems which
have been discussed at length above (cf. Bailin 1998).

One of the most contentious issues regarding critical thinking is the issue of
transfer or generalizability (Ennis 1989; McPeck 1990). If critical thinking is a
process or skill which is separate from subject matter, then it would seem that this
skill should apply in a variety of domains. Yet, as Crow points out, “Research has
shown that transferability is somewhat limited, that is, developing critical thinking
within the confines of a biology course does not mean that this skill will be trans-
ferred to other disciplines or other situations” (Crow 1989b, p. 116). The debate
over generalizability has proven particularly intractable, and I would argue that the
difficulties inherent in the issue of transfer are a result of conceptual problems with
the skills account. If critical thinking is viewed in terms of skills, the problem of
transfer is essentially the problem of determining whether individuals can apply
this inner ability in different domains or fields, and this question brings with it a
range of difficult conceptual problems. One problem centres on the vagueness of
the concepts of domain or field. There are no clear grounds for determining what
constitutes a domain or what demarcates one domain from another (for example, is
science a domain, are biology and physics separate domains, do Newtonian mech-
anics and quantum physics constitute different domains etc.)? The other major
difficulty centres on the vagueness of the concept of skill. What exactly is the
nature of this entity that is transferred?
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3. An Alternative Conception

I have argued, then, that it is a mistake to conceptualize critical thinking in terms
of skills or processes. Rather, a justifiable conception of critical thinking must be
explicitly normative, focusing on the adherence to criteria and standards. Such a
focus is central to all the main philosophical accounts of critical thinking (e.g.,
Ennis 1985; Siegel 1988; Lipman 1991). The pedagogical focus can then shift
from issues relating to application of processes and the acquisition of skills, with
all the attendant conceptual problems, to the question of what one needs to un-
derstand in order to meet the criteria of good thinking in particular contexts. Such
understandings include criteria, concepts, and habits of mind as well as background
knowledge (Bailin et al. 1999b).

This way of viewing critical thinking highlights its contextual nature. Critical
thinking always takes place in response to a particular task, question, problematic
situation or challenge, including solving problems, evaluating theories, conducting
inquiries, interpreting works, and engaging in creative task (Bailin 1990), and such
challenges always arise in particular contexts. Dealing with these challenges in a
critical way involves drawing on a complex array of understandings (what col-
leagues and I have termed intellectual resources), the particular resources needed
for any challenge depending on the specific context.

Since the adherence to the criteria which govern quality thinking and judgment
in the particular area is the defining characteristic of critical thinking, it follows that
the most important intellectual resource is knowledge of these criteria. Some of the
criteria which apply in science include accuracy of data, control of experimental
variables, reliability of sources, and validity of inferences. Another key type of
intellectual resource is constituted by the many concepts which mark certain dis-
tinctions in an area or pick out certain aspects which are central to the area. Such
concepts as necessary and sufficient conditions, correlation and causation, and hy-
pothesis and prediction provide invaluable tools for critical analysis and evaluation
in science. Background knowledge in the relevant area is also an important de-
terminant of the quality of thinking in the area and is thus central to the making of
reasoned judgments. In addition, there may be some strategies or heuristics which,
although not central to critical thinking, may be useful in the course of arriving
at reasoned judgments. Finally, the mastery of the other intellectual resources is
insufficient if an individual does not have a basic commitment to rational inquiry
which disposes her to deploy the resources and the attitudes or habits of mind
which characterize critical thinking. These include respect for reasons, an inquir-
ing attitude, open-mindedness, and fair-mindedness, among others (Bailin et al.
1999b).

An approach which focuses on understanding or intellectual resources rather
than on skills or processes also reframes the issue of generalizability. The question
is not whether a certain mental ability transfers to a variety of domains. It is, rather,
what constellation of resources is required in particular contexts in response to
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particular challenges and what the range of application is for particular resources.
Thus the issue of domain-specificity versus generalizability, with its attendant
problems concerning the nature of skills and domain delineation, does not arise for
my account. I am concerned, not with trying to determine the nature and bound-
aries of domains to which certain critical thinking skills transfer or the nature of
the mental entities which are transferred, but rather with which resources apply to
particular challenges and how widely applicable such resources are. The latter is
quite a different question, focusing not on looking for general skills in the inner
world of individuals but rather on determining the range of use and application
of the principles and criteria which inhabit our public traditions of inquiry and
determining which ones apply to particular challenges.

Some resources seem to be particular to particular contexts. The principles
which govern the conduct of inquiry and the criteria for evaluation in specific
disciplines are examples of resources which apply primarily within specific areas.
The principle requiring experimental control, for example, applies in a variety of
science areas including physics, chemistry and biology, but is irrelevant in such
areas as literary criticism. Similarly, the criteria for evaluation of sources in histor-
ical inquiry has no relevance to the evaluation of philosophical arguments but has
some overlap with the criteria for the assessment of sources in science.

Some intellectual resources, on the other hand, have a very wide range of applic-
ation. Many concepts, for example the conceptual distinction between necessary
and sufficient condition, are relevant to making critical judgments in a variety of
contexts, from scientific inquiry to philosophical argumentation. As another ex-
ample, the rules of logic have a very wide field of application, applying in virtually
every area of critical endeavour. And habits of mind, such as open-mindedness,
fair-mindedness, and a commitment to making judgments on the basis of reasoned
assessment, are relevant to and necessary to thinking critically in any area.

It might argued, however, that there is a difference between whether resources
apply in various contexts and whether students recognize when to apply them and
are able to apply them in the appropriate contexts. One of the attractions of the
skills account is that it emphasizes what thinkers are able to do, conceptualizing
this in terms of the possession of particular skills and more general meta-skills of
knowing which skills to deploy. What I am arguing is that a better way to think
about what the thinker must possess is as a constellation of resources. Rather than
thinking of the thinker as needing the skill of detecting the fallacy of affirming the
consequent and also the meta-skill of knowing when to deploy this skill of detect-
ing the fallacy of affirming the consequent, it is more coherent and pedagogically
useful to think about what the thinker needs in terms of an understanding of the
concept of affirming the consequent, an understanding of the formal structure of
such an inference, an understanding of what is wrong with affirming the consequent
(i.e., why this argument form is fallacious), and enough knowledge of the subject
area to recognize that a particular argument exhibits this fallacy. The last of these
entails judgment and it seems to me to be a mistake to try to turn judgment into
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a meta-skill. Rather, the thinker must recognize when to apply various principles
and criteria. Recognizing is not, however, a skill. There is no procedure that can be
put in place in order to guarantee that one will recognize something. What we can
do is to position ourselves favourably and prepare ourselves conceptually. Thus,
although there is no process of detecting fallacies which can be taught to students,
what we can do is to orient them to notice by teaching them concepts (such as valid
argument), motivating them to care that arguments are valid and to be vigilant
for invalid arguments, and teaching them heuristics that might help them orient
themselves toward noticing fallacious arguments (Bailin et al. 1999a). Ultimately,
judgment with respect to the application of principles is developed through an
understanding of the practices which constitute critical thinking and the point of
these practices (Bailin 1999).

In an educational context, what this argument implies is a pedagogical focus
on the principles, concepts and criteria of particular modes of inquiry as they play
a role in the making of reasoned judgments in real contexts. Since students will
come across many of the resources in a number of problems or challenges within
particular contexts, and some resources across a number of contexts (those with a
wider range of application), it will be important to remind students of those which
they have already encountered, and provide examples of their application in other
areas. We can also try to motivate students to care about thinking well. Thus, it
is through teaching the appropriate resources, highlighting the range of areas in
which particular intellectual resources apply, and fostering the appropriate habits
of mind, that we have our best chance to promote critical thinking.

4. Applying the Conception in Science Education

Since critical thinking is contextual, applying this conception in science education
involves focusing on the tasks, problems and issues in the science curriculum which
require or prompt critical thinking. Such ‘critical challenges’ might range from
designing a habitat for a class pet in the primary grades, to evaluating the support
for competing theories in biology, designing an experiment to test a hypothesis in
chemistry, deciding what conclusions are or are not sanctioned by the evidence
from a physics experiment, generating plausible alternative explanations of an ob-
servation, or weighing the evidence and evaluating the argumentation regarding
the merits of a technological innovation. It also involves focusing on the particular
criteria which are central to critical evaluation in the particular area and which
are required to respond critically to the challenge; the concepts which are key
to understanding; any strategies which may be helpful; and the principal habits
of mind which are called upon by the challenge. Such a focus also includes the
pointing out of other instances in which such resources apply. I shall illustrate with
several examples.
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1. Designing an Insect Habitat
This critical challenge (McDiarmid et al. 1996) is aimed at primary students and
involves having them design a habitat for an insect of their choice. The background
knowledge required would include knowledge of the habitat needs of various in-
sects. The criteria for judgment would be the features for a good habitat (e.g.,
supply of water, food source), and the main habit of mind to be highlighted might
be an inquiring and critical attitude. The activities and strategies which might be
engaged in in the course of addressing the challenge could include having students:
(1) read books and view videos on habitats; (2) carry out and record direct obser-
vations of various insects; (3) develop a set of criteria for a good habitat based
on their research; (4) design a habitat for an insect of their choice; (5) share and
critically discuss each others’ designs in light of the criteria. In addition, some
of the habitats might be built to house insect ‘pets’ and the state of the insects
observed to determine how well they flourish within the habitat. In the course of
the activities, students would be encouraged to pose questions, pursue their inquiry,
and make a serious effort to meet the criteria.

2. Designing an Experiment to Test a Hypothesis
This challenge is geared to intermediate students and involves having them design
an experiment to test a causal hypothesis which they have generated after making
an observation (for example, that when a glass is placed over a burning candle,
the candle goes out). Students would require background knowledge of the physics
involved in the phenomenon. Key concepts include hypothesis, initial conditions,
and prediction. The criteria for judging the experiment would be that it makes
a prediction which is deducible from the hypothesis together with auxiliary hy-
potheses and the initial conditions, that the prediction is improbable relative to
what is already known, and that it is possible to verify whether the prediction is
true (Giere 1979). Additional criteria might be that the experiment is simple and
elegant, and that it is imaginative. Relevant habits of mind might be a commitment
to precision and accuracy, and imagination. We will assume for present purposes
that students have already obtained the background knowledge for this challenge
from their previous work in science. The activities which could be undertaken in
the course of this challenge might include classroom activities or strategies to teach
or ensure that students understand the concepts of hypothesis, initial conditions
and prediction; performing and discussing experiments in order to understand the
nature of the criteria and why an experiment needs to meet them; looking at his-
torical cases in which hypotheses were justified or refuted by crucial experiments
or where experiments did not constitute good tests; observing the phenomenon in
question and having the class generate hypotheses about what caused it; choosing
a hypothesis and having groups of students design an experiment to test it; having
students critique each other’s experiments according to the criteria; having students
perform the experiments and discuss what can be concluded about the hypothesis
on the basis of the experimental results.
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3. Does Smoking Cause Strokes?
This challenge (adapted from Kleinsmith 1989) would be suitable for senior bio-
logy students and focuses on having students prepare a presentation in which
they evaluate the claim that there is a causal link between smoking and stroke in
humans. The requisite background knowledge would include some knowledge of
the biology related to strokes and knowledge about various kinds of experimental
approaches in research into the causes of strokes. Key concepts include correlation
versus cause; statistical significance; control of variables; and randomized experi-
mental, prospective, and retrospective studies. The criteria for judging that a causal
link does exist would include that studies demonstrate a significant correlation
between smoking and incidence of stroke, that a causal hypothesis is supported
by multiple independent sets of data, that studies use adequate sample size, that all
relevant variables have been controlled. Moreover, the strength of justification for
the claim that there is a causal link will depend on the design of the particular stud-
ies involved (i.e., random experimental, prospective, or retrospective). Important
habits of mind for this challenge are an inquiring and critical attitude and open-
mindedness. Activities contributing to the challenge might include lectures and
literature searches to gain the biological background; teaching of the key concepts
such as the difference between correlation and causation using examples; examin-
ing studies in class which demonstrate the various criteria, and a debate on the
question.

4. Is Nuclear Power a Desirable Energy Source?
This challenge (adapted from Pallant 1997) is geared to college students studying
environmental science and involves having them write a research paper in which
they come to a reasoned conclusion about the issue of nuclear power. The back-
ground knowledge is provided by scientific journals, newspaper clippings, trade
journal articles, and environmental advocacy publications. Students are also given
the scientific background necessary to understand the scientific literature. Back-
ground knowledge is also provided regarding the peer review process for journal
articles, the research methods of scientists working in different contexts (e.g., for
a corporation versus for an environmental group), the data-gathering procedures
of reporters, and possible biases of various sources. One of the central aspects of
the challenge involves evaluating the information provided by the various sources.
Some of the concepts which are key to dealing with the challenge are peer-review,
reliability, bias, and risk analysis. The primary criteria for judgment are amount
and quality of data supporting the conclusion; consideration of data both for and
against the conclusion; logical cogency and clarity of the argumentation in support
of the conclusion; contending effectively with opposing arguments; dealing with
all the pertinent issues; and originality of ideas. The main habits of mind pertinent
to this challenge are open-mindedness, fair-mindedness, an appropriately skeptical
attitude, and a willingness to pursue an issue to the best conclusion. The activities
leading up to the final paper include lectures to provide some of the context, back-
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ground knowledge, and key concepts; class discussions debating the various points
of view with a view to revising arguments that cannot be defended; submitting
drafts of the paper to be critiqued and revised according to the criteria; and student
review of peer papers.

Many of the activities outlined in these challenges would be a part of good
practice already. Indeed, many of the themes highlighted by Anderson (1999) in
his preface to a recent volume on scientific reasoning are very compatible with this
conception. These include a focus on complex, scientifically significant problems;
a focus on reasons rather than rules; a focus not on procedures but on conceptual
tools; a focus on reasoning in specific contexts; and a focus on group as well as
individual reasoning. The conception offered here provides a grounding for these
various practices. Moreover, what is unique about this way of conceptualizing crit-
ical thinking is the explicit focus on criteria. It is the adherence to criteria which
is at the centre of thinking critically, and giving explicit attention to explicating
and applying the relevant criteria must be at the centre of attempts to foster critical
thinking in science.
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